JOINT STANDING COMMITTEE
ON TREATIES.
(SEA TREATY)
BETWEEN AUSTRALIA AND
EAST TIMOR.
DEAR SIRS.

IT IS THE SUBMISSION OF THIS EXECUTIVE THAT
THIS TREATY SHOULD NOT BE RATIFIED.

THE WORD EXPLOITATION IS THE RIGHT WORD WHEN
IT COMES TO THIS TREATY. EVERY BODY EXPLOITS US.

THE REASON IS BECAUSE EVERYBODY KNOWS THAT
AUSTRALIAN PARLIAMENTS WOULD RATHER MAKE FRIENDS THAN CARE ABOUT THIS
COUNTRY AND WHAT IS RIGHT FOR AUSTRALIA.

YES LETS BE FRIENDS WITH TIMOR GIVE THEM
NINETY CENTS IN THE DOLLAR FOR OUR OIL AND GAS, WHO CARES ITS ONLY
AUSTRALIA'S HERITAGE THAT WE ARE GIVING AWAY.

THE PARLIAMENT DOES NOT HAVE THE RIGHT TO
GIVE AWAY AUSTRALIA'S NATURAL RESOURCES, WITHOUT ASKING THE PEOPLE
VIA REFERENDUM. THE DAY IS COMING WHEN A PARLIAMENT OF PATRIOTS
WILL SEIZE ALL RESOURCES BACK OFF FOREIGN WITH TOTAL DISREGARD FOR
FRIENDSHIPS. TO GIVE AWAY RESOURCES IN A TIME OF HIGH UNEMPLOYMENT
IS CRAZY. WHAT DO YOU POLITICANS PLAN TO SELL WHEN THE CUPBOARD IS
BARE, YOUR CHILDREN. THIS ACTION MUST STOP, BEFORE WE ARE SLAVES
TO INTERNATIONALISM COMPLETELY.

PLEASE PASS ON OUR ANGER TO THE FOREIGN
AFFAIRS OFFICE OVER THIS TREATY. MULTINATIONALS ARE RAPING THIS
NATION DAILY.
email auspathmov@yahoo.com.au www.geocities.com/auspatmov/the_peoples_page.html
INSTITUTIONS SUCH AS BANKS, TELECOMMUNICATIONS, INSURANCE COMPANIES, ALL OUR MINERALS, GAS, OIL AND THE AUSTRALIAN PEOPLE HAVE BEEN SOLD OUT.

THE MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT ARE NOT THE GOVERNMENT OF AUSTRALIA ( ), THE MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT ARE PUBLIC SERVENTS ONLY PUT THERE TO SERVE THE REAL GOVERNMENT.

AS TIMOR USES THE AMERICAN CURRENCY THE REAL AMOUNT THEY WILL MAKE OUT OF THIS PROPOSED VENTURE IS NOT 6 BILLION DOLLARS, BUT INSTEAD 12 BILLION DOLLARS. OUR DOLLAR IS AT 56 CENTS AMERICAN.

IN A TIME OF ARMED CONFLICT THE OIL FIELDS IN THIS REGION COULD BE OWNED BY A HOSTILE NATION.

IT IS POSSIBLE THAT TIMOR WILL SELL OFF ITS RIGHTS TO THIS OIL AT ANY TIME TO ANY NATION DEEMED TO BE A FUTURE THREAT TO AUSTRALIA.

THIS EXECUTIVE CANNOT BELIEVE THAT ANY SUCH TREATY THAT WILL GIVE TEN CENTS IN THE DOLLAR TO ONE NATION AND NINETY CENTS IN THE DOLLAR TO THE OTHER COULD BE EVEN CONSIDERED BY ANY PARLIAMENT TO BE SERIOUS.

THIS EXECUTIVE WISH TO KNOW IF ANY FORM OF COMMISSION IS TO BE PAID TO ANY MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT OVER THIS AGREEMENT. NO MENTION HAS BEEN MADE OF HOW MUCH AUSTRALIA WILL MAKE FROM THIS VENTURE, OR IF THESE MULTINATIONALS INVOLVED WILL PAY TAXES TO AUSTRALIA.

THIS EXECUTIVE ALSO ARE ANGRY OVER THE STATEMENT THAT THE UNITED NATIONS WANT DELIMITATION OF OUR SEABEDS WHO THE HELL SET THE U.N. UP AS GOD.

THIS EXECUTIVE SAY TO HELL WITH THE U.N. AND TIMOR OVER THIS TREATY. CHARITY BEGINS AT HOME.

THE PARLIAMENT SHOULD START ACTING IN THE INTERESTS OF THE AUSTRALIAN PEOPLE WHO ELECTED IT TO POWER, AND NOT THOSE MULTINATIONALS WHO WISH BLEED US DRY.

IF THE REAL GOVERNMENT THAT IS THE PEOPLE WERE ASKED IF WE SHOULD SIGN THIS TREATY, THEN THE REPLY WOULD BE NO.
THIS EXECUTIVE RECALL THAT MANY AUSTRALIANS HAVE DIED FIGHTING TO KEEP US FREE FROM FOREIGN CONTROL BUT ONLY TO BE SOLD OUT BY PEOPLE WHO WANT TO MAKE FRIENDS WITH OTHER NATIONS.

THESE BRAVE MEN DIED IN VAIN, MY FATHER WAS ONE OF THOSE MEN.

THE ONLY THING THE PARLIAMENTS EVER GIVE AWAY IS AUSTRALIA. THAT TO US IS AN INSULT TO THE MEMORY OF THE FALLEN.

NOT ONLY DO YOU SELL OUR ASSETS BUT IN DOING SO YOU SELL YOUR SOUL.

THE MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT SHOULD TRY STANDING UP AND BECOMING PATRIOTS, WHO KNOWS YOU MAY ENJOY IT, WHAT WILL BE LEFT TO SELL IN THE FUTURE, WILL IT BE YOUR CHILDREN.

THIS EXECUTIVE ASKS THAT THIS TREATY NOT BE SIGNED, BUT INSTEAD THE MEMBERS THINK ABOUT WHAT ANZAC DAY MEANS TO THOSE WHO LOVED AUSTRALIA ENOUGH TO GIVE UP THEIR LIVES TO ENSURE THAT WE REMAIN FREE, AND NOT A PAWN IN THE NEW WORLD ORDER.

THIS EXECUTIVE WISH TO THANK THE COMMITTEE FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO COMMENT ON THIS TREATY.

YOURS IN PATRIOTISM.

KEVIN.W.D.THOMPSON.

NATIONAL CO ORDINATOR.